


The way in which civilization goes forward, by which Prog-

ress is secured is this. Certain minds of unusual rower see far-

ther into the nature of things and their relations, than other

‘:‘inds have seen. They are the discoverers of truth, the research-

ers, the investigators, the geniuses gifted above their fellow men

with talents and opportunities.. There are other minds who are

qualified to observe, collect and store up, arrange, interpret,

and bring out in fresh forms the experiences of mankind. These

are the scholars, the philosophers, the linguists, the poets the

men of letters. A third class of men are those who are fitted to

diffuse this knowledge of nature and of man, by instruction. They



are the teachers, the lecturers, the commentators, the writers of

manuals, the compilers of encyclopaedias and dictionaries, the edi-

tors. The fourth clas; includes those who delight to apply the

discoveries of science, the lessons of history, the principles of

conduct to the welfare of humanity. They are the defenders of

justice, the alleviators of disease, the advocates of righteous-

ness, the wise leg;islators, the promoters of reforms, the inven-

tors, engineers, the industrial leaders-- they are what we term

the professional classes. In short it is the business of intel-

lectual men to find out the truths, store up; distribute; and ap-

ply them. So, Universities are the highest agencies of the Corn-
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monwealth for promoting these four ends: the advancement, the

perpetuation, the diffusion and the ap p Top ri ati on. of knowledge.

It is therefore a very narrow view of the functions of a University

which restricts them to the education of boys, and the bestowal of

academic titles. I would not undervalue these offices. But I

hold up a much higher conception of the work of this University,--

not only higher but broader. I would use the word University in

such a sense that in Washington it would include such a foundation

as the Smithsonian Institute, the National Museum, the Naval Obser-

vatory, the Any Medical Museum, the Geological Survey, the Signal

Service, and the other great scientific foundations which this
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Government maintains. In London, it would include such Institu-

tions as the foundations at South Kensington, the British Museum,

the Royal Society, the Geological Survey, the Greenwich Observa-

tory, and the like. In New York it would include the great libra-

ries of Astor and Lenox, the Museum of lqat. History, the Museum of

the Fine Arts, the new laboratories of physiological research.

I have no doubt that the next generation will discover

in every large tolin, if we are not able to do so, some mode of

organization, or I may say of Federation, by which co-operation

can be secured with independence; combinations for certain pur-

poses, with isolation for other purposes. Our political institu-

tions have accustomed us to the idea of a union with limited soy-



ereignty; of a general government which dare not interfere with

tile rights of a State; and it seems to me not a difficult matter

to apply the same principles to our educational foundations. A

plan of this kind has been adopted in Cincinnati. A new instance

is seen - California where the Lick observatory, scores of miles

distant, is an integral part of the State University established

at Berkeley. It is substantially the method by which in Harvard

and Yale, professional schools were grafted upon the original.

stock.

It is interesting to note that Mr. Bryce in his recent

volumes explains to his English readers the structure of the Amer-
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i can Federation by a reference to the federal system as it exist-

ed until a short time ago, in the Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge.

Indeed I think the next thing to be aimed at in the ad-

vancoment of the universal idea in all our large citi es, is the

union upon a just basis of federation of the strongest and best

(.....agencies for higher education. It is absurd for example that in

a small City, there should be sever schools of Medicine; that in

a namel ass t own the re should be hal f a ̀`qozen and perhaps more in-

\\
stitutions claiming University powers and' Universi ty in-

signi a.
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Money will secure the end in view. It is a reflection

on human nature to say that without money there can be no progress.

If an adequate sum of money could be placed at the disposal of the

federation,- the desired affiliations ',vould be quick-

ly effected. They would fly as the doves to the windows.

Every lar—e city should have a University in this sense.

Around a nucleus, many bodies must be combined. The strongest

should govern, thus-- The natural center for Boston is Harvard;

for New York, Columbia; Yale; for Philadelphia the

University of Pa.; for Baltimore, the Johns Hopkins, for Washington
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the Smithsonian; for New Orleans, Tulare; for Sanfrancisco, the

University of California., No municipality of the first rank

should be without its strong organization. There will be no in-

terference; rather will each help the others. Aqueducts, Sewage,

Tram-ways, Parks, museums have been introduced within

the recollection of rlen in middle life; before such men depart it

is not unreasonable to 1,ope that Universities will come next.

The great difficulty in the whole business is not to get

the money. Men are willing to give away millions of dollars for

education. Notice among the gifts of men still living the great

benefactions of Clark in Worcester, Williamson in Philadelphia,
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just passed away, and Stanford in California,— of Hand, in Cin-

cinnati, the lowest of which is a million of dollars. The rub

I say is not to p;et t1e money; but to f;et the money for the high-

est purposes. The processes by -which civilization is promoted

are very intricate. The influences which tend to promote the

welfare of mankind are extremely complex. Few of those who have

the ability have also the opportunity to analyse this complexity.

Few of those who have ability, opportunity and disposition to study

the problem have the power to state their conclusions in terms

which ordinary men can comprehend, consequently without much

thought as to the remote consequences, gifts are hampered with con-
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ditions, or are devoted to the lower rather than the higher offi-

ces of a University, or are directed to objects which do not re-

quire large endowments. If a man who has no ear for music be led

to hear a piece of Wagner's, unaided by scenery, action or tile

voice he will conclude that it is nonsense that men are fiddling

away their time and money. If a color-blind man is made a pilot

1,e may wreck his vessel. Hamlet and Paradise Lost have no sig-

nificance to a Chinaman. ITewton' s Principia, and Clark Maxwell's

Electricity are incomprehensible to those who have not learned the

language of mathematical expression.
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Moreover, College men are to blame. They have too of-

ten given emphasis to the local, the sectarian, the traditional

argument for the support of education, when the higher reasons have

been concealed or overlooked.
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represented from this part of the world."

These two ideas prevailed in the liberal

education of New—Engtand for nearly two centu-

ries. A recent volume denounces in vigorous

terms the influence of the institutions of

Massachusetts from the adoption of the Cam-

bridge platform in 1637 until the resistance to

72--
the stamp act in 1760. atrcalls this period

the glacial. period in our literary history. "In

En7land," says Mr. Adams, "it was a fruitful

season, for it bean with Milton and closed

with Johnson, while Clarendon and Burnet, Dry-

den, Pope and Goldsmith, Bunyan, Swift, Addi-

son, Steele and Defoe, Locke, Bolingbroke and

Newton were included in it. In Massachusetts,

of writers or thinkers whose names are still

remembered, thouFh their works have passed into

oblivion, Cotton Mather and Jonathan Edwards

can alone be named. They were, indeed, typical

of the time,- strange products of a period at

once provincial and glacial,- huge literary

10
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boulders deposited by the receding ice.

There is a good deal of truth in all

this,- but it is not the whole truth. In the

first place, the privations of new—Engtamd-e-rs

ce-V1
dur VApitt—Re-ried were very great. In the

second 'lace, their occupations were pressing.

It was a period which developed strong, sensi-

ble, prudent, helpful men,- though their oppor-

tunities for intellectual culture were but

small. Harvard and Yale, prior to 1760, were

but little more than what we should call boys'

schools. Libraries were few and books were

scarce. At=hume journey from Boston to

Philadelphia took several days. Intercourse

with the old world was costly, difficult and

slow. Nevertheless, under these influences,

' men of thought were produced. Franklin, though

not college brod,was a philosopher. Rumford,

though not a graduate, attended the Harvard

 lectures on physics, which were given by Win-

throp) Governor •Tonathan Trumbull, a graduate,

11
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was a man of affairs and not of leisure, but

his acquisitions of knowledge would do no dis-

credit to (;.avorn4-r—Ruagl=tn, our day. Ezra

Stiles and his predecessor, Thomas Clap, were

men who knew a 7ood deal, and who imparted

their knowledge to many classes. Nor are these

all the names that occur at once to those who

are familiar with New England biography, durin7

the period referred to. Samuel Johnson, Berke-

ley's friend, should certainly be named.

Nevertheless, it is doubtless true that

prior to 1760, theology was the chief field of

intellectual activity in New England. Mibutn un-

til the beginning of this century, statesman-

ship employed the higher minds of this region.

Then came a period of great literary activity,

coupled with the rise of a distinctive class of

4.3.17-2- historians, poets, and critics. During the

twenty years between 1790 and 1810, Ticknor,

Everett, Bryant, Percival, Prescott, Bancroft,

Woolsey, Emerson, Hawthorne, Whittier, Longfel-

12
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low, and Holmes were born. )Science had its

votaries in good numbers (41...litt1e later on and

it seems to me thet now the living men who are

distinguished in various branches of science

are more numerous, if not more renowned than

the men devoted to literature, statesmanship,

or theology. In other words, Religion, Gov,_)rn-

ment, Literature and Science have successively

been absorbing themes in the intellectual life

of New England. Such are the fruits of that

degree of liberal education which our forefath-

ers here planted.

13
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In France the university which stands next to

Paris in age is Montpelier, which celebrated its sixth cen-

tury in 1890,- though it might have claimed an earlier

date, vemine contradicente. In the middle of the twelfth

century it was almost as famous as Salerno for medical in-

struction, and its good repute in this has continued until

now. Law, Theology, and the Arts were all subsequently in-

volved. Then came Orleans, Angers, Toulouse, and twelve

other universities prior to 1500.

Six colonies from Bologna may be identified be-

fore the middle of the thirteenth century all of them in

northern Italy; and in the course of the next two centuries,

i.e. before 1450, twelve more universities were founded in

Italy. Thus before the discovery of America, 450 years

after the days of Otto and Sylvester, nineteen universities

had been begun in the peninsula,- many of them destined,

however, to very short existences.

I am inclined to think that the Geographical dis-

tribution of Universities is a forgotten chapter. It is

certainly worth while to refresh our minds from time to

timm with the story of the Italian Universities, which

began with Bologna on the north, and Salerno on the south,

and then with an eye upon Paris, to see how, throughout

the various cities of France, they were illumined; how in

Germany, Pope and Emperor vied with one another in the

establishment of institutions that should strengthen the



.

State; and how Oxford and her younger sister, Cambridge,

!became the centre of intellectual life in England, and fi-

nally sent their graduates as torchbearers to the inhospita-

ble coast of America.
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